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This week in your child’s guidance classroom lesson we reviewed key concepts 
from last month’s lesson on conflict resolution.  Conflict was defined as a: 
Problem, Argument, Disagreement or Fight 
We began the lesson by completing a fun “carousel” activity.  Students were 
asked questions pertaining to their views on different topics, ranging from: 
“Whether students should have free seating every day at lunch”; “If less 
homework should be given”; “Whether the driving age should be lowered.” 
Students shared their views and opinions by moving to a particular part of the 
room based on how they felt.  The choices included: Strongly Agree, Agree, 
Undecided, Disagree, Strongly Disagree.  This led to a discussion on Peer Pressure 
and how we can often be negatively influenced by what our peers think/believe 
and how we worry about how others may judge us as a result of our beliefs, 
views and opinions.    
 
We also reviewed the definition of  Peer Pressure and what P.L.A.N.S. stands for, 
which was discussed last  month. (Problem is, Label Feelings,A possible solution 
is, Number the solution from 1-5, Solution we will try is..) 
 
Next, students had fun practicing valuable conflict resolution skills through our 
“Call and Respond” role plays.   
Students had the opportunity to practice some conflict resolution strategies by 
engaging in short role plays that involved various Peer Pressure situations.  
Students were paired up with a partner, then Mr. Rauschenberger modeled some 
appropriate responses with a student helper.  Scenarios involved feeling 
pressured  to make an unhealthy choice.   
 
Conflict Resolution Strategies that were practiced included: 
Sayback (I heard you say…)  Planning Ahead  
 Compromise 
Being Assertive   Persuasion   Suggest a Different 
Activity 
 



 
For the latter part of the lesson, we talked about the effects of conflict on 
friendships and relationships and how they can create stress in our lives.  
Students spent time writing down information about stress.  Stress was defined 
as: Our body’s reaction to a demand or danger.  Stress can involve the following: 
 
INTERNAL STRESSORS   EXTERNAL STRESSORS 
Things we worry about   Stress from homework 
An upcoming test    Taking a test 
An upcoming sports event   Competing in an event 
State Testing     Arguing with a friend 
Next, children learned about the 3 ways stress can affect us: 
PHYSICAL  EMOTIONAL  COGNITIVE 
Heart beats faster Fears   Negative Talk 
Trouble breathing Excessive Worry  “I can’t do it” 
Dizziness  Feeling Lonely  “I’m no good” 
Butterflies in stomach 
Hands get sweaty 
 
Next, we discussed our “Stressors” and “Stress Busters”  
STRESSORS    

� Homework 
� State testing 
� Peer pressure 
� Siblings 
� Friendships 

STRESS BUSTERS 
� Drinking lots of water 
� Exercising or Playing Sports 
� Listening to music  
� Taking a nap 
� Squeeze a stress ball 
� Watch a funny movie 
� Play an instrument 
� Imagining a peaceful place 

 
We concluded the lesson by practicing imagining a peaceful place, also known as 
Guided Imagery.  Students closed their eyes, practiced taking deep breaths, and 
imagined trying to bring mind and body to a very peaceful place.  Relaxing 
music was played and Mr. Rauschenberger read a very relaxing short story! 
 
 


